
Fun RC cars for young drivers.
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Pop wheelies-you go girl!

Spin out! Do awesome 360s.

NEW Slide Rider stunt scooter
This hip girl does cool stunts on her scooter. Watch her pop a wheelie, or go into a 360° spin.
Includes 7 -function remote with spinning and wheelie -popping functions. 11F tall. 27/49MHz.
Requires 9V and 6 "AA" batteries.
60-4281 29.99
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NEtry Shadow
Runner racing
buggy
Great for the little ones, ages 4
and up. RC buggy goes forward,
turns in reverse and stops. Easy -
to -use, 3 -function remote control
is designed for little hands.
Appealing, flashy -colored body.
27MHz. 9W long. Requires 9V
and 4 "AA" batteries.
60-4279 14.99

Lean into turns

Orb spins as it moves forward
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NEW Only at RadioShack! Jimmy Neutron
Boy Genius- Ultra Orb RC stunt machine
Jumpin' Jupiter! Jimmy is at the wheel and Science is his copilot. Ult.
Orb looks just like the vehicle in the Jimmy Neutron Boy Genius movi
Ultra Orb rolls along, spins around, and also does a side -spinning stul
on its side rollbar. Speeds up to 550 feet per minute (with 9.6V batte
pad). Includes 7 -function remote with spinning and side -spin function
12.6" long. 27/49MHz. Dual -power operation-requires 9V battery an
9.6V pack (or use 8 "AA" batteries).
60-4286 39.9
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NEW Frenzy RC
personal watercraft
Steer this radical dude on a jet sl
in a pool or pond. 7-functio
remote is easy for kids, ages
and up, to control. Cool graphics o
jet ski. 101/2" long. 27/49MH
Requires 9V and 6 "AA" batteries.
60-4282 29.9
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